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DANGER

Electrical Shock Hazard

Only authorized technicians should 
perform diagnostic voltage measurements.

After performing voltage measurements, 
disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to follow these instructions can 
result in death or electrical shock.

WARNING

Electrical Shock Hazard

Disconnect power before servicing.

Replace all parts and panels before 
operating.

Failure to do so can result in death or 
electrical shock.

Voltage Measurement Safety Information
When performing live voltage measurements, you must do the following:

■  Verify the controls are in the off position so that the appliance does not start when energized.

■  Allow enough space to perform the voltage measurements without obstructions.

■  Keep other people a safe distance away from the appliance to prevent potential injury.

■  Always use the proper testing equipment.

■  After voltage measurements, always disconnect power before servicing.

Tech Sheet Do not discard

IMPORTANT: Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) Sensitive Electronics
ESD problems are present everywhere. ESD may damage or weaken the electronic control assembly. The new control
assembly may appear to work well after repair is finished, but failure may occur at a later date due to ESD stress.

■  Use an antistatic wrist strap. Connect wrist strap to green ground connection point or unpainted metal in the 
appliance

-OR-

Touch your finger repeatedly to a green ground connection point or unpainted metal in the appliance.

■  Before removing the part from its package, touch the antistatic bag to a green ground connection point or 
unpainted metal in the appliance.

■  Avoid touching electronic parts or terminal contacts; handle electronic control assembly by edges only.

■  When repackaging failed electronic control assembly in antistatic bag, observe above instructions.
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Temperature Adjustment

1. Press SETTINGS/OPTIONS until “Temp Calib” is 
highlighted and then follow the instructions to see the 
temperature offset. The current offset, if any, is shown 
in the display in a temperature range from 30°F (18°C) 
to -30°F (-18°C).

2. Press the “More” and “Less” or “+” (plus) and “-” 
(minus) keypads to adjust the temperature in 5°F (3°C) 
increments.

3. Bake temperature adjustment cannot result in 
operating temperatures higher than 550°F (288°C) or 
lower than 170°F (77°C), as measured at the oven 
center.

4. Once the bake temperature has been adjusted, broil 
temperatures are automatically offset to the same 
degree.

Diagnostics Mode
Unplug range or disconnect power before performing the 
following checks:
■ A potential cause of a control not functioning is 

corrosion on connections. Observe connections and 
check for continuity with an ohmmeter.

■ All tests/checks should be made with a VOM or DVM 
having a sensitivity of 20,000Ω per volt DC or greater.

■ Check all connections before replacing components, 
looking for broken or loose wires, failed terminals, or 
wires not pressed into connectors far enough. 
Damaged harness must be entirely replaced. Do not 
rework a harness.

■ Resistance checks must be made with power cord 
unplugged from outlet, and with wiring harness or 
connectors disconnected.

Notes:
■ Semi Automatic Test is a self diagnostic function built 

into the oven control. It is the enhanced diagnostic 
procedure where the control tests all the relay loads 
and inputs/outputs on the control automatically and 
reports the failures and faults, if any. Once the control 
performs the tests and reports results, the service 
technician can confirm the same manually by using the 
“Test Mode.”

■ It is highly recommended that the service technician 
use the Semi Automatic Test to perform the diagnostic 
testing.

To Enter Diagnostics and Semi Automatic Test 
Mode:
Before proceeding with any corrective action, perform the 
following steps to enter the Diagnostics mode.
1. Enter Diagnostics mode and verify error codes by 

pressing CANCEL>CANCEL>START.
2. If control does not enter Diagnostics, repeat Step 1.
3. Press the TEMP/TIME “+” or “-” keypads or the 

Number 3 or 6 keypads, depending on the model, until 
“Semi Auto Test” is displayed, then press START.
■ The control will automatically cycle each 

component relay in sequence during the test. 
Follow instructions on the screen as directed, until 
the test is complete.

4. Open and close the oven door when directed.
5. Press keypad as instructed to indicate “yes” or “no” for 

the component relay for desired testing. The control 
will display the appropriate component fault code(s) in 
the format, “F0-E0”; (the description of the component 
fault is also displayed).

6. If no faults are detected, the control screen will read 
“Control Good- No Fault Found.”

7. Do not replace the control unless display screen 
indicates control is not working or you are directed to 
do so.

General Procedure: Diagnostic Tests
1. Plug in oven or connect power.
2. Enter Diagnostics Mode.
3. Press the TEMP/TIME “+” or “-” keypads or the 

Number 3 or 6 keypads, depending on the model, to 
read the following:
■ Control reset
■ Usage
■ Engineering mode
■ Test mode
■ Faults
■ Version
■ Display
■ Semi Automatic Test mode

4. Press the TEMP/TIME “+” or “-” keypads or the 
Number 3 or 6 keypads, depending on the model, until 
“Test Mode” is displayed, then press START.

5. To activate the relays manually in the test mode, press 
the keys as shown in the following chart. Press the 
keypad a second time to deactivate the relay.

Key Pressed Relay Activated

Bake (upper) K4 (bake element) On/Off

Broil (upper) K5 (broil element) On/Off

Warm (upper) K9 (convection fan) On/Off

Clean K10 and K11 (motorized door lock) 
On/Off

Bake (lower) K2 (bake element) On/Off

Broil (lower) K1 (broil element) On/Off

Convect Bake 
(lower)

K3 (convect element) On/Off

Convect Broil 
(lower)

K7 (lower convection fan-Lo) On/Off

Convect Roast 
(lower)

K8 (lower convection fan-Hi) On/Off

Warming Zone K12 (warming zone) On/Off

Oven Light K6 (oven light) On/Off

Cook Time K12 (solenoid valve) On/Off

Timer K12 (cooling fan) On/Off
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Notes: 
■ All keys in Test Mode act as toggle keys.
■ In Test Mode, DLBs (K13 and K14) are 

automatically turned on.
■ To erase all error codes: Enter Diagnotics Mode by 

pressing CANCEL>CANCEL>START. Press the 
TEMP/TIME “+” or “-” keypad or the Number 3 or 
6 keypads, depending on the model, until “Faults” 
appears. Press START TIME to clear all error 
codes. 

When a relay is active, then the appropriate letter is lit in the 
alphanumeric text area. “TEST ON” will be displayed while 
the mode is active. The text area after “TEST ON” is 
displayed and will show the following:

If the control reads that the cavity sensor is open or not 
connected, it will display “0Pn” in the temperature field. If 
the control reads that the cavity sensor is open or is 
electrically shorted, it will display “Srt” in the temperature 
field.
6. Press the TEMP/TIME “+” or “-” keypads or the 

Number 3 or 6 keypads, depending on the model, until 
“Usage” is displayed, then press START.

7. Select the “on” time for the different modes for each 
cavity to check the mode usage (all time in hours).

8. Press the TEMP/TIME “+” or “-” keypads or the 
Number 3 or 6 keypads, depending on the model, until 
“Version” is displayed, then press START.

9. Verify the software version.
10. Press the TEMP/TIME “+” or “-” keypads or the 

Number 3 or 6 keypads, depending on the model, until 
“Display” is displayed, then press START.

11. Verify that all the segments of the display are lit.
12. Press the TEMP/TIME “+” or “-” keypads or the 

Number 3 or 6 keypads, depending on the model, until 
“Control Reset” is displayed, then press START.

13. Control is now set for “soft control reset.”
14. Press the TEMP/TIME “+” or “-” keypads or the 

Number 3 or 6 keypads, depending on the model, until 
“Faults” is displayed, then press START.

15. Press the TEMP/TIME “+” or “-” keypads or the 
Number 3 or 6 keypads, depending on the model, to 
navigate through the errors and see all the recorded 
faults.

16. Press the TEMP/TIME “+” or “-” keypads or the 
Number 3 or 6 keypads, depending on the model, until 
“Semi Auto Test” is displayed, then press START.
■ Semi Automatic Test is the enhanced diagnostic 

procedure where the control tests all the relay 
loads and Input/Output on the control 
automatically and reports the failures and faults, if 
any.

■ The control will automatically cycle each 
component relay in sequence during the test. 
Follow instructions on the screen as directed, until 
the test is complete.

17. Open and close the oven door when directed.
18. Press keypad to indicate “yes” or “no” for the 

component relay for desired testing. The control will 
display the appropriate component fault code(s) in the 
format, “F0-E0”; (the description of the component 
fault is also displayed).

19. If no faults are detected, the control screen will read 
“Control Good- No Fault Found.”

20. Do not replace the control unless display screen 
indicates control is not working or you are directed to 
do so.

Notes:
■ The Cancel key can be pressed at any time when the 

control is in the Diagnostic Mode or any of the sub 
menus. Pressing the Cancel key will return the control 
to the Time of Day screen.

■ Entering Diagnostic Mode will cancel any active oven 
operation.

■ Enter the Diagnostic Mode only after the oven is cool.
■ Semi Automatic Test is a self diagnostic function built 

into the control board.
■ Diagnostic Mode automatically times out and returns 

to the Time of Day screen after 5 minutes.
■ To erase all error codes: Enter Diagnotics Mode by 

pressing CANCEL>CANCEL>START. Press the TEMP/
TIME “+” or “-” keypad or the Number 3 or 6 keypads, 
depending on the model, until “Faults” appears. Press 
START TIME to clear all error codes. 

■ LSD - Least significant digit

Relay Activated Display

Bake b

Broil r

Convect c

Convect Fan Speed Low L

Convect Fan Speed High H

Cooling Fan C (in LSD TOD)

Door Open I

Door Closed 0

Oven Light %

Motor Driven Lock (MDL) Locked L

Motor Driven Lock (MDL) Unlocked U

Cooktop Lockout Solenoid Valve 
(for gas models only)

Cooktop icon is lit
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Failure/Error Display Codes

DISPLAY 
CODES

LIKELY FAILURE 
CONDITION

MESSAGE
DISPLAYED

SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION PROCEDURE

GOOD No error(s) found (Good) No corrective action required

F1

E0

E1
E2
E5
E7

E9

EEPROM communication 
error
Upper RTD uncalibrated
Lower RTD uncalibrated
Sensor usage out of range
PCB Thermister/Sensor 
open or shorted
WIDE Queue full

INTERNAL

INTERNAL
INTERNAL
INTERNAL
PCB 
SENSOR
WIDE Q 
FULL

1. Verify failure by displaying diagnostics mode screen (see 
“Diagnostics Mode” section). Press the TEMP/TIME “+” or 
“-” keypads or the Number 3 or 6 keypads, depending on 
the model, until “Faults” is displayed. If failure displayed 
does match, then continue. Press START to verify codes.

2. Unplug range or disconnect power.
3. If failure is verified, replace control board.
4. Replace all parts and panels before operating.
5. Plug in range or reconnect power.
6. Verify operation is normal. Go to diagnostics screen and 

verify that there are no error codes.

F2
E0

E1

E2

Keypad disconnected

Stuck key

Stuck key

KEYPAD 
DISC
STUCK KEY

STUCK KEY

1. Verify failure by displaying diagnostics mode screen (see 
“Diagnostics Mode” section). Press the TEMP/TIME “+” or 
“-” keypads or the Number 3 or 6 keypads, depending on 
the model, until “Faults” is displayed. If failure displayed 
does match, then continue. Press START to verify codes.

2. Unplug range or disconnect power.
3. Check that the user interface is firmly connected.
4. Plug in range or reconnect power. Check for normal 

operation. If operation is not normal, go to Step 5.
5. Unplug range or disconnect power.
6. Replace user interface.
7. Replace all parts and panels before operating.
8. Plug in range or reconnect power.
9. Verify operation is normal. Re-enter the diagnostics mode, 

complete checks and verify that there are no error codes. 
If an error still exists, go to Step 10.

10. Unplug range or disconnect power.
11. Replace control board.
12. Replace all parts and panels before operating.
13. Plug in range or reconnect power.
14. Verify operation is normal. Go to diagnostics screen and 

verify that there are no error codes.
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F3
E0

E1

Main sensor open or 
shorted (upper)
Main sensor open or 
shorted (lower)

TEMP 
SENSOR
TEMP 
SENSOR

1. Verify oven sensor temperature shown in diagnostics 
mode screen (see “Diagnostics Mode” section) is at room 
temperature (typically 50 to 90°F [10 to 32.2°C]) and verify 
failure code. If failure code does match, then continue.

2. Unplug range or disconnect power.
3. Check all sensor connections on wiring harness and on 

connector P10 of the control board.
4. Disconnect sensor from harness.
5. Measure sensor value (between connector pins) between 

1000Ω and 1200Ω . Also measure from sensor connector 
to sensor casing for possible short. If measurement does 
not relate to real temperature, or if short is found, replace 
sensor.

6. Trace wires and connectors to sensor from control, then 
back to control. If wire or connection is damaged, replace 
the harness. If wire or connector is not damaged, then 
replace oven temperature sensor.

7. Reconnect the sensor to the harness.
8. Replace all parts and panels before operating.
9. Plug in range or reconnect power.
10. Press BAKE and START. Observe for longer than 1 minute.
11. If failure does not reappear, stop. If failure remains, unplug 

range or disconnect power and check wire connections.

F5 E0 Door and latch switches 
do not agree (Clean mode)

DOOR 
LATCH

1. Verify failure by displaying diagnostics mode screen (see 
“Diagnostics Mode” section). Press the TEMP/TIME “+” or 
“-” keypads or the Number 3 or 6 keypads, depending on 
the model, until “Faults” is displayed. Press START to 
verify codes. If failure displayed does match, then 
continue. 

2. Unplug range or disconnect power.
3. Check wires and connectors between control board (P7) 

and door switch.
4. Inspect door for warping or misalignment. Verify door 

switch continuity with switch fully depressed manually.
5. If there is no damage to wires or connectors, replace door 

switch.
6. Replace all parts and panels before operating.
7. Plug in range or reconnect power.
8. Press CANCEL/OFF key, program and start the Clean 

mode, and observe for 1 minute to ensure that operation is 
normal.

9. Verify operation is normal. Go to Step 1 in the next section 
and complete checks on door latch and door locks.

DISPLAY 
CODES

LIKELY FAILURE 
CONDITION

MESSAGE
DISPLAYED

SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION PROCEDURE
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F5 E1 Door latch not operating 
(Clean mode)

DOOR 
LATCH

1. Verify failure by displaying diagnostics mode screen (see 
“Diagnostics Mode” section). Press the TEMP/TIME “+” or 
“-” keypads or the Number 3 or 6 keypads, depending on 
the model, until “Faults” is displayed. Press START to 
verify codes. If failure displayed does match, then 
continue.  

2. While in diagnostics mode, press SELF CLEAN key to run 
lock motor.
a. If the door is not latched (locked) and the door locked 

icon is lit, go to Step a1.
If the door is latched (locked) and the door locked 
icon is not lit, go to Step b1.
If the door is not latched (locked) and the door locked 
icon is not lit, go to Step c1.
a1. Check control board for proper voltage at P5-5 to 

N, P6-1 and P6-5 (for upper latch) and between 
P5-6 to N, P6-1 and P6-5 (for lower latch) when 
latch motor should be running (within 20 seconds 
of pressing SELF CLEAN key) by completing the 
following steps.

a2. Unplug range or disconnect power.
a3. Connect voltage measurement equipment.
a4. Plug in range or reconnect power and confirm 

voltage reading is 120 volts. If it is, unplug range 
or disconnect power and go to Step 3. If it is not, 
go to Step a5.

a5. Unplug range or disconnect power.
a6. Check integrity of latch mechanism from cam, 

through actuating rod, to latch pawl and door 
slot.

a7. Ensure that pawl aligns with the door slot. 
Correct any mechanical malfunction and go to 
Step 3.

b. If the door is latched (locked) and the door locked 
icon is not lit, go to Step b1.
b1. Unplug range or disconnect power.
b2. Replace motor assembly and go to Step 3.

c. If the door is not latched (locked) and the door locked 
icon is not lit, go to Step c1.
c1. Check control board for proper voltage at P5-5 to 

N, P6-1 and P6-5 (for upper latch) and between 
P5-6 to N, P6-1 and P6-5 (for lower latch) when 
latch motor should be running (within 20 seconds 
of pressing SELF CLEAN key) by completing the 
following steps.

c2. Unplug range or disconnect power.
c3. Connect voltage measurement equipment.
c4. Plug in range or reconnect power and confirm 

voltage reading is 120 volts. If it is, unplug range 
or disconnect power and go to Step 3. If it is not, 
go to Step c5.

c5. Unplug range or disconnect power.
c6. Check continuity of the latch motor and the 

electrical connections between control board and 
motor.
- If continuity is present, replace control board. 

Go to Step 3.
- If continuity is not present, replace motor 

assembly. Go to Step 3.
3. Replace all parts and panels before operating.
4. Plug in range or reconnect power.
5. Put range into Clean mode to verify proper operation.
6. Verify normal operation. Go to Step 1 and complete 

checks on door latch and door locks.

DISPLAY 
CODES

LIKELY FAILURE 
CONDITION

MESSAGE
DISPLAYED

SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION PROCEDURE
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F6

E0

E1

E2

E3

Lost communications

Over temp cook

Over temp clean

Over temp (warming 
drawer)

COMMUNI-
CATION
RUNAWAY 
TEMP
RUNAWAY 
TEMP
RUNAWAY 
TEMP

1. Verify failure by displaying diagnostics mode screen (see 
“Diagnostics Mode” section). Press the TEMP/TIME “+” or 
“-” keypads or the Number 3 or 6 keypads, depending on 
the model, until “Faults” is displayed. If failure displayed 
does match, then continue. Press START to verify codes. 
Press START TIME to clear the fault code.

2. While in the diagnostics mode, press BAKE to cycle the 
bake element. Check that the bake relay energizes by 
inspecting the bake element.

- If the bake relay does not turn on and off, 
unplug range or disconnect power and go to 
Step 11.

- If the element does not cycle with the relay, go 
to Step 5.

- If the bake element does cycle on and off, go to 
Step 3.

3. While in the diagnostics mode, press BROIL to cycle the 
broil element. Check that the broil relay energizes by 
inspecting the broil element.

- If the broil relay does not turn on and off, unplug 
range or disconnect power and go to Step 11.

- If the element does not cycle with the relay, go 
to Step 5.

- If the broil element does cycle on and off, go to 
Step 4.

4. While in the diagnostics mode, press CONVECT to cycle 
the convect element. Check that the convect relay 
energizes by inspecting the convect element.

- If the convect relay does not turn on and off, 
unplug range or disconnect power and go to 
Step 11.

- If the element does not cycle with the relay, go 
to Step 5.

- If the convect element does cycle on and off, go 
to Step 5.

5. Check for proper voltage input at P6-1 to P6-5 of the 
control board by completing the following steps.

6. Unplug range or disconnect power.
7. Connect voltage measurement equipment.
8. Plug in range or reconnect power and measure voltage 

and confirm voltage reading is 120 volts. If it is, unplug 
range or disconnect power and go to Step 13. If it is not, 
go to Step 9.

9. Unplug range or disconnect power.
10. Check integrity of all harness wires and connections 

between the control board and electric elements. Check 
that all wiring and connections between the control board 
and elements are intact and properly seated and that no 
wires are shorted or damaged.

- If wiring connections are good, go to Step 11.
- If wiring connections are damaged, go to 

Step 12.
11. Replace control board and go to Step 13.
12. Replace oven cavity wiring harness.
13. Replace all parts and panels before operating.
14. Plug in range or reconnect power.
15. Verify operation is normal. Go to diagnostics screen and 

verify that there are no error codes.

DISPLAY 
CODES

LIKELY FAILURE 
CONDITION

MESSAGE
DISPLAYED

SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION PROCEDURE
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Relay Logic - Upper Oven

NOTES: Pre A/B represents two stages of preheat. SS represents steady state (after reaching preheat temperature).

F9 E0 Mis-wired PRODUCT 
MISWIRED

1. Verify failure by displaying diagnostics mode screen (see 
“Diagnostics Mode” section). Press the TEMP/TIME “+” or 
“-” keypads or the Number 3 or 6 keypads, depending on 
the model, until “Faults” is displayed. Press START to 
verify codes. If failure displayed does match, then 
continue.  

2. Unplug range or disconnect power.
3. Check wires and connectors between control board (P6) 

and power cord.
4. Check that the L1-L2-N wiring (pigtail) from the power 

outlet is correctly connected to the range terminal block. 
Also verify that the house wiring is wired properly between 
the circuit breaker panel and the wall outlet.

5. Replace all parts and panels before operating.
6. Plug in range or reconnect power.
7. Press CANCEL/OFF key, program and start the Clean 

mode, and observe for 1 minute to ensure that operation is 
normal.

8. Verify operation is normal. Go to diagnostics screen and 
verify that there are no error codes.

DISPLAY 
CODES

LIKELY FAILURE 
CONDITION

MESSAGE
DISPLAYED

SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION PROCEDURE

Modes Relays

Bake Broil

Bake (Rapid Preheat) (Pre A/B) X X

Bake (Rapid Preheat) (SS) © ©

Bake (Standard Preheat) (Pre A/B) X X

Bake (Standard Preheat) (SS) © ©

Broil Pre A/B O X

Broil SS O ©

Keep Warm (Pre A/B, SS) X X

Keep Warm (SS) © ©

Toast (Pre A/B) X X

Toast (SS) © ©

Self Clean (Pre A/B, SS) © ©

LEGEND

On Off On or Off

X O ©
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Relay Logic - Lower Oven

NOTES: Pre A/B represents two stages of preheat. SS represents steady state (after reaching preheat temperature).

Modes Relays

Bake Broil Convect Fan High Speed

Bake (Rapid Preheat) (Pre A/B) X X ©

Bake (Rapid Preheat) (SS) © © ©

Bake (Standard Preheat) (Pre A/B) X X ©

Bake (Standard Preheat) (SS) © © ©

Broil Pre A/B O X O

Broil SS O © O

Keep Warm (Pre A/B, SS) X X O

Keep Warm (SS) © © O

Cvt Bake (Rapid Preheat) (Pre A/B) (Fan Convect) © © ©

Cvt Bake (Rapid Preheat) (SS) (Fan Convect) © © ©

Cvt Bake (Std Preheat) (Pre A/B) (Fan Convect) © © ©

Cvt Bake (Std Preheat) (SS) (Fan Convect) © © ©

Cvt Broil (Std Preheat) (Pre A/B) (Fan Convect) © © O

Cvt Broil (Std Preheat) (SS) (Fan Convect) © © ©

Cvt Roast (Std Preheat) (Pre A/B) (Fan Convect) © © ©

Cvt Roast (Std Preheat) (SS) (Fan Convect) © © ©

Self Clean (Pre A/B, SS) © © O

LEGEND

On Off On or Off

X O ©
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Wiring Diagram

NOTE: Schematic shows door latch switch in the COOK position with oven door open and elements off.

Heater

L2

R

GND

4AP2
4

S2
2P1

H1
P

H2

L2

H1

P
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L1
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1B
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1B

1A

1B
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4
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2B
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1B
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R
R
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T
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Y
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Y
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Power Supply

P7- 6

P7- 5

P7- 3

P7- 2
P7- 4

Lower Door Position Switch

Lower Oven Sensor
P10- 1

P10- 2
P10- 3

P10- 4

P2- 1

P4- 1

 

P2- 4

P3- 2

P1- 3

P2- 3

P4- 2

P15-1

P1-1

P3-1

P1- 4

P11-1

M

M

M

P5- 1

P5- 2

P5- 3

P5- 4
P5- 5

P5- 6
P5- 7

Lower Convect Fan - High Speed

Upper Latch Motor 4W

P6- 1 P6- 3

L1 N

W

BU/W
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R

R/W
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>> >>
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Y
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Y
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W
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Bake 2000W
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R
R
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Center Rear

High Limit Switch

P5- 9

BU

BU

R

TBK

S1
BK

S1
BK

R

BK

V

Y

WW

W

Upper Door Position Switch

Lower Door Latch Switch

Upper Door Latch Switch

Upper Oven Sensor

High Limit Switch

Bake 2000W

Broil 2000W

Broil 3600W

Lower Latch Motor 4W

Heater

Heater

Heater

to

to

>>

P15-2

P11-2

R

R

R

R

Upper Bake (K4)

Upper Broil (K5)

Upper DLB (K13)

Lower Convect (K3)

Lower Bake (K2)

Lower Broil (K1)

Lower DLB (K14)

Upper Convect Fan (K9)

Lower Convect Fan-Low (K8)

Lower Convect Fan-High (K7)

Oven Light (K6)

Upper Latch Motor (K10)

Lower Latch Motor (K11)

Warming Zone (K12)

Oven Light Assy 40W

Oven Light Assy 40W

Hot Surface Indicator Light 

Cooktop On Indicator Light

Left Rear Element

Right Rear Element

Right Front Dual Element

Left Front Element

Left Center Bridge Element

700W

2100W

1100W

1800W

1800W

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

LEGEND

Component
Terminals

Connection No
Connection

On Some
Models

In Line
Connection

P1-2 = Connector 1
P1 Position 2

Multiple
Functions / Circuitry

Enclosed Within
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Component Testing Chart
To measure for proper voltage, complete the following 
steps:
1. Unplug range or disconnect power.
2. Connect voltage measurement equipment.

3. Plug in range or reconnect power and confirm voltage 
reading.

4. Unplug range or disconnect power after performing 
voltage measurements.

From To Resistance: measure without 
power applied

Notes Nominal Voltage

Upper door 
switch

P7-4 P7-5 Door open = open circuit
Door closed = closed circuit

5 VDC

Lower door 
switch

P7-4 P7-6 Door open = open circuit
Door closed = closed circuit

5 VDC

Upper latch 
motor

P5-5 W (Neutral) 500 - 3000Ω Latch motor locks door 
at start of Clean cycle.

120 VAC

Lower latch 
motor

P5-6 W (Neutral) 500 - 3000Ω Latch motor locks door 
at start of Clean cycle.

120 VAC

Upper oven 
sensor

P10-4 P10-3 1000 - 1200Ω at room 
temperature
Measure only resistance, not 
voltage.
The operating temperature 
range is from -40°F (-40°C) to 
1100°F (593.3°C).

Disconnect connector 
Con P10 from control 
before measuring RTD. 

NA

Lower oven 
sensor

P10-1 P10-2 1000 - 1200Ω at room 
temperature
Measure only resistance, not 
voltage.
The operating temperature 
range is from -40°F (-40°C) to 
1100°F (593.3°C).

Disconnect connector 
Con P10 from control 
before measuring RTD. 

NA

Oven light P5-4 W (Neutral) 0 - 40Ω nominal 120 VAC

High limit 
switch

P4-2 P15-1 Closed circuit 0Ω nominal 
The switch closes at 170°F ± 
11°F (76.7°C ± 6.1°C) and 
opens at 280°F ± 8°F (137.8°C 
± 4.4°C).
Current = 25 Amp
Voltage = 240 Volt

High limit switch will 
open if exceeds 
temperature.

240 VAC
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Upper bake 
element

P2-3 P15-1 10 - 40Ω nominal. For voltage measure in 
Bake mode; will cycle 
between Bake and Broil 
elements On when 
heating.

240 VAC

Lower bake 
element

P1-4 P11-1 10 - 40Ω nominal. For voltage measure in 
Bake mode; will cycle 
between Bake and Broil 
elements On when 
heating.

240 VAC

Upper broil 
element

P4-2 P15-1 10 - 40Ω nominal. For voltage measure In 
Broil mode; only broil 
element On when 
heating.

240 VAC

Lower broil 
element

P3-1 P11-1 10 - 40Ω nominal. For voltage measure In 
Broil mode; only broil 
element On when 
heating.

240 VAC

Lower 
convection 
element

P1-1 P11-1 30 - 40Ω nominal. 240 VAC

Convection fan 
motor (low 
speed)

P5-2 Neutral 15 - 20Ω nominal (electric)
30 - 35Ω nominal (gas)

Convection fan runs 
only in Convection 
modes.

120 VAC

Convection fan 
motor (high 
speed)

P5-3 Neutral 15 - 20Ω nominal (electric)
30 - 35Ω nominal (gas)

Convection fan runs 
only in Convection 
modes.

120 VAC

Single, dual and 
triple burner 
elements

Term 1A 
(Single only)
Term 4, 4A 
(double 
only)

Term 2A Thermal switch closes/opens 
at 150°F (65.6°C) to turn on/off 
hot surface indicator light

Infinite switch cycles 
On/Off when hot. 120 VAC

Term 1, 4, 
4A
(triple only)

Term 2A Thermal limiter 0Ω opens at 
1100°F (593.3°C)

Cooktop On indicator 
light is on when any 
burner is turned on.

240 VAC

From To Resistance: measure without 
power applied

Notes Nominal Voltage
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Quick Connect Plugs
For controls

P14 (Green)P5 (Blue)

BK BKBK BK/W OR BK

P7 (Black)

BK BU/WR R/W BU

P10 (Yellow)

WW W W

P11 (Black)

RR

P4 (Green)

BK BU

P3 (Yellow)

V BK

P2 (Red)

BKBK Y

P1 (Blue)

BK BR

P15 (White)

RBU

P6 (Red)

BK W

 P15
White

P11
Black

  P3
Yellow

  P2
 Red

  P1
 Blue

   P4
 Green

  P14
 Green

   P9
 White

   P7
  Black

   P10
  Yellow

   P5
  Blue

 P6
Red

 P12
 Black
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Pin Function

P1 Relay Input/Output Connector

P1-1 K3 out (lower convect)

P1-3 K2 in L1A (lower bake in)

P1-4 K2 out (lower bake)

P2 Relay Input/Output Connector

P2-1 K4 in L1C (upper bake element)

P2-3 K4 out (upper bake element)

P2-4 K3 in L1B (lower convect)

P3 Relay Input/Output Connector

P3-1 K1 out (lower broil element)

P3-2 K1 in L1D (lower broil element)

P4 Relay Input/Output Connector

P4-1 K5 in L1E (upper broil element)

P4-2 K5 out (upper broil element)

P5 Low Power Relay Outputs

P5-1 K9 (upper convect fan)

P5-2 K8 (lower convect fan - low)

P5-3 K7 (lower convect fan - high)

P5-4 K6 (oven light)

P5-5 K10 (upper MDL motor)

P5-6 K11 (lower MDL motor)

P5-7 K12 (surface warming zone)

P5-8 No connection 

P5-9 L1

P6 Control Power Input

P6-1 L1

P6-2 No connection

P6-3 Neutral

P6-4 No connection

P6-5 Chassis ground

P7 Switch Inputs

P7-1 N/C

P7-2 Switch 3, upper MDL switch in

P7-3 Switch 4, lower MDL switch in 

P7-4 Latch/door switch strobe

P7-5 Switch 1, upper door switch in

P7-6 Switch 2, lower door switch in

P7-7 N/C

P9 WIDE Communication

P9-1 Data GND

P9-2 Data (5v logic)

P9-3 No connection

P9-4 Power GND

P9-5 12 VDC

P10 Analog Sensor Inputs

P10-1 Analog 1, lower oven cavity RTD

P10-2 AVSS

P10-3 AVSS

P10-4 Analog 2, upper oven cavity RTD

Pin Function
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NOTE: P8 is programming connector (optional).

P11 Relay Input/Output Connector

P11-1 K14 out DLB (lower oven)

P11-2 K14 in DLB (lower oven)

P12 Keyboard Interface

P12-1 VDD

P12-2 Strobe 1

P12-3 Strobe 2

P12-4 Strobe 3

P12-5 Strobe 4

P12-6 Strobe 5

P12-7 Strobe 6

P12-8 Strobe 7

P12-9 GND

P12-10 Return 1

P12-11 Return 2

P12-12 Return 3

P12-13 Return 4

P12-14 Return 5

P12-15 Return 6

P12-16 Return 7

P12-17 Open

P12-18 Cancel strobe

Pin Function

P12-19 Upper cavity cancel return

P12-20 Return 8

P12-21 Lower cavity cancel return

P12-22 Warming zone cancel return

P13 Off Board Display Board

P13-1 VFD_Filament

P13-2 VFD_DATA

P13-3 VFD_CLOCK

P13-4 VFD_LATCH

P13-5 VFD_BLANK

P13-6 +5V

P13-7 +32V

P13-8 +12V_VFD

P13-9 GND_VFD

P13-10 Wide Data_IR

P13-11 IR_Wide Enable

P14 Surface Cutoff Header

P14-1 +12 vdc

P14-2 Ground

P15 Relay Input/Output Connector

P15-1 K13 out DLB (upper oven)

P15-2 K13 in DLB (upper oven)

Pin Function
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